particles from 0.7 nm -700 nm [Hollertz et al., 2011; . At its smallest, ES-DMA has sub-angstrom resolution on the molecular diameter. ES-DMA can be used to determine the concentration of nanoparticles and also deposit the nanoparticles for additional characterization. ES-DMA is particularly attractive because it operates at atmospheric pressure and requires neither fluorescent tagging nor calibration curves. It separates particles based on their charge-to-size ratio, similar to mass spectrometry or capillary electrophoresis but without the expensive equipment such as turbo pumps . While ES-DMA does not possess the atomic scale resolution of X-ray crystallography, EM, or SANS, its simplicity gives it decided advantages in speed, cost, and statistical significance . The "coarse-grain" structures it resolves provide significant information regarding the structure of several biological particles such as assembling viruses, virus-like particles, and vaccines for biomedical applications and the structure of nanoparticle clusters and aggregates [Cole et al., 2009; Hogan et al., 2006; Lute et al., 2008; Thomas et al., 2004; Wick et al., 2005 ].
Here we review this label-free, quantitative, and rapid technique that provides full multimodal size distributions with sub-nanometer resolution. We first describe the operation and physics underlying this instrument. We then describe exemplary applications of this instrument to nanoparticle characterization. We finally conclude by comparing ES-DMA to several of the techniques listed above and provide an outlook for future growth of the technique.
ES-DMA -operation and physics
In ES-DMA, also referred to as a scanning mobility particle sizing (SMPS) or gas-phase electrophoretic mobility molecular analysis (GEMMA) [Bacher et al., 2001; Saucy et al., 2004] , a particle suspension is first conveyed into the gas phase ( Figure 1 shows ES-DMA system components). This is achieved by electrospray ionization, which produces a narrow distribution of droplets, typically 150-400 nm in initial diameter. . Schematic of ES-DMA nanoparticle characterization system. ES-DMA produces either a size distribution using an ultrafine condensation particle counter (CPC) or deposits nanoparticles using an electrostatic deposition (ED) chamber as discussed in Section 2.1. Here, F E is the electrostatic force and F D is the radial component of drag force acting on the nanoparticle system.
The electrospray system uses pressure (3-5 psig) to drive flow through a 25-40 micron inner diameter capillary. At the capillary tip, a Taylor cone forms due to an applied electric field (1-3.7 kV across ~0.3 cm). Droplets emitted from the cone encapsulate one or multiple discrete nanoparticles (e.g. DNA coated gold nanoparticles or recombinant polymer strands) and are entrained in a mixed stream of air (1.0 L/min) and carbon dioxide (0.2 L/min) at atmospheric pressure. The droplets quickly evaporate leaving a dry nanoparticle. For example, Figure 1 shows three gold nanoparticles forming into a trimeric cluster. As these drying particles pass through a neutralizing chamber, collisions with charged ions reduce the charge on the nanoparticle received in the electrospray to a modified Boltzmann distribution [Kaddis et al., 2007; Loo et al., 2005; Wiedensohler, 1988] . Consequently, the positively charged particles analyzed in the DMA carry predominantly a single net positive charge. Within the annular DMA analysis chamber, a potentiated (≤-10 kV) center electrode attracts charged particles dragged towards the exit of the DMA by a carrier gas (nitrogen). The electrical force acting on the particles carrying n e electron charges of magnitude e (=1.602 x 10 -19 C) through an electric field, E s , is given by F E = n e eE s . The mobility of the particle, Z p , is then defined as the ratio of the particle's velocity v to the force giving rise to that velocity [Anumolu et al., 2011; Knutson & Whitby, 1975] . This force gives rise to a resulting radial drag force acting on the particle, F D = 3 µ g vd p /C c , where d p is the spherically equivalent particle mobility diameter and g is the gas viscosity. This form of Stokes' Law corrects for moderate to high Knudsen number flow using the Cunningham slip correction factor, C c , because many particle sizes are equal to or less than the mean free path of air, (=66 nm) [Radar, 1990] . This correction factor is given by
where Kn = 2 /d p , = 1.257, = 0.40, and = 1.110 [Allen & Raabe, 1985; Radar, 1990] . When the particles are not spherical, several authors show that the drag force in the free molecular regime (where Kn>1) depends on the projected area [Epstein, 1924; Hollertz et al., 2011; . Particles quickly reach their terminal velocity in a small fraction of the particle's DMA residence time allowing us to equate the radial component of the two forces to obtain the particle's electrical mobility as
The instrument also has a unique mobility, which holds for any laminar velocity profile, given by [Knutson & Whitby, 1975] ,
where, V is the average voltage on the center electrode, q sh is the sheath flow, q s is the sampling or monodispersed flow out of the DMA, q a is the aerosol flow out of the ES into the DMA, L is the length between polydisperse aerosol inlet and exit slit (4.987 cm), r 1 is the inner radius of annular space of the DMA (0.937 cm), and r 2 is the outer radius of annular space of the DMA (1.905 cm). Here the values of L, r 1 , and r 2 represent the dimensions of nano-DMA. When the particle and instrument mobilities are equal, the particle passes through a collection slit at the distal end of the center electrode to be counted or further www.intechopen.com analyzed. Combining particle and instrument mobilities determines the mobility diameter of the particle to be
Here C c is grouped with the diameter d p , because C c is diameter dependent. Stepping through a series of voltages (or sizes) while counting with a condensation particle counter (CPC), yields a complete multimodal distribution. The continuous and high throughput (millions of particles per run) design of the instrument ensures statistical significance of both mean and tails of ES-DMA size distributions. The distributions are also highly repeatable with a standard deviation on the number-average diameter of only ± 0.1 nm for nominally 10 nm gold nanoparticles [Pease et al., 2007] .
By collecting data for several seconds and averaging over time the mean or number-average diameter may be calculated with /
where N i is the number of particles counted by the CPC of size d i [Fissan et al., 1983] . Because we apply a negative bias to ions within the DMA, only particles that acquire a positive charge are detected. A modified expression for the Boltzmann distribution [Weidensohler, 1988] is used to correct for this effect, transforming the distribution of positively charged particles into the complete distribution of all particles regardless of charge. The fraction of singly and doubly charged particles was determined by Weidensohler,
where d p represents the mobility diameter of the particle, d o = 1 nm, j is the number of charges on a particle, and a o 1 through a 5 1 are -2.3484, 0.6044, 0.4800, 0.0013, -0.1553, and 0.0320, while a o 2 through a 5 2 are -44. 4756, 79.3772, -62.8900, 26.4492, -5.7480 , and 0.5049, respectively, based on the probability of charging provided by Fuchs [Fuchs, 1963] . To remove the influence of doubly counted particles from the size distribution, the charge corrected count is multiplied by the overlap factor, f no , which becomes unity for d p < 5 nm and 10.94/d p -29.94/d p 2 for d p > 5 nm as described by Pease, et al. [Pease et al., 2010a] .
Alternatively, monodispersed nanoparticles or nanoparticle clusters from the DMA (or polydispersed nanoparticles bypassing the DMA) may be directed into an electrostatic deposition (ED) chamber. Within the chamber an electrode beneath a collecting substrate exerts an electrostatic field (≤-10 kV over ~2.5 cm) to attract entering particles. Electrostatic deposition is particularly effective at assembling nanoparticles onto the substrates, in contrast to impaction, because nanoparticle electrical mobilities are high (Eq. 1) and their inertia is relatively low (i.e., the Stokes number of nanoparticles remains much less than unity) such that they follow gas streamlines in the absence of an external field [Hinds, 1999] . Several factors affect the collection efficiency with smaller particles, higher particle charging, higher applied voltage, and lower gas flow rates increasing deposition. Figure 2 shows that smaller nanoparticles indeed have higher deposition www.intechopen.com efficiency (~100% when d < 30 nm) [Dixkens & Fissan, 1999] . The electrode features also affect the deposition profiles. For example, smaller electrodes lead to more focused deposition.
Fabrication of nanoparticle-based devices requires addressing nanoparticles to specific locations, which may be accomplished using electrostatic forces. For instance, several authors have demonstrated that charged nanoparticles may be directed to specific substrate locations by tuning electric fields near surfaces using charge patterning [Barry et al., 2003a [Barry et al., , 2003b Fissan et al., 2003; Jacobs et al., 2002; Krinke et al., 2002 Krinke et al., , 2003 . Similarly, Tsai, et al., used planar p-n junction patterned substrates to generate an array of tunable electric fields [Park & Phaneuf, 2003; Tsai et al., 2005] . Several other substrates are used for electrostatic deposition such as TEM grids (~3 mm in diameter) with thin holey carbon films [Anumolu et al., 2011] , silicon wafers, and glass substrates pretreated in KOH and UVO-cleaner [Kang et al., 2011 [Kang et al., , 2012 . The optimum deposition time onto holey carbon TEM grids requires the product of the aerosol number density and time to exceed 3000 particle . hr/cm 3 , while ~100 particle . hr/cm 3 is optimal to prepare glass rounds for precision optical measurements. Pease, et al., used freshly cleaved mica surfaces for deposition of carbon nanotubes for AFM observation [Pease et al., 2009b] Dixkens & Fissan, 1999] .
Predicting molecular size and structure
Bacher, et al., correlated empirically the mobility diameter (d p in nm) of a variety of large biomolecules including proteins, antibodies, and viral proteins with their molecular weight, M w (in kDa), assuming proteins to be globular spheres of constant density. Their composite empirical expression, M w = -22.033 + 9.830d P -1.247d P 2 + 0.228 d P 3 (which when inverted for [Pease et al., 2001] , where is the density of protein), predicted individual protein and protein aggregates sizes [Bacher et 
This equation may be applied to a wide variety of biomolecules using coordinates from the protein databank to obtain the projected areas. For example, Pease, et al., used protein databank coordinates to predict the ES-DMA measured size of IgG antibodies and insulin oligomers within 1 nm [Pease et al., , 2010c . Additionally, this formula may be used to characterize the icosahedral structure of viruses by converting the ES-DMA measured size into the edge-to-edge lengths of regular icosahedra . The equation also accommodates more challenging geometries such as nanorods, clusters composed of heterogeneously sized nanospheres, and clusters composed of both nanospheres and nanorods [Pease et al., 2010a [Pease et al., , 2010b . Pease further extended this formulation to determine the selectivity of specific cluster compositions (dimers, trimers, etc.), as will be discussed subsequently [Pease, 2011a] .
Materials characterized by ES-DMA
A wide variety of materials have been characterized by ES-DMA including gold nanoparticles, nanotubes (e.g. single wall carbon nanotubes), nanorods (e.g. gold nanorods), bionanoparticles (polymers, proteins, viruses, etc.), functionalized nanoparticles (e.g. with DNA), quantum dots, aggregated and conjugated nanoparticles, etc. Here we review the contributions of ES-DMA to the characterization of these materials.
Gold and metallic nanoparticles
Gold nanoparticles remain among the most extensively analyzed materials by ES-DMA because they are very stable, inert and (by many definitions) biocompatible. Figure 3 shows the size distribution of nominally 15 nm gold nanoparticles and the TEM image of sizeseparated gold nanoparticles using ES-DMA. The National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) and the Nanotechnology Characterization Lab (NCL) issued a Joint Assay Protocol, "PCC-10: Analysis of Gold Nanoparticles by Electrospray Differential Mobility Analysis (ES-DMA)," which details a protocol for size analysis of liquid borne gold nanoparticles via ES-DMA [Pease et al., 2010d] . The use of ES-DMA to measure the size distribution of colloidal nanoparticles was first demonstrated well over a decade ago [Juan & Fernandez de la Mora, 1996] . Since then gold and silver nanoparticles have been analyzed using ES-DMA [Elzey & Grassian, 2010; Lenggoro et al., 2002 Lenggoro et al., , 2007 by comparing with colloids of known sizes, such as polystyrene particles. However, polystyrene particles are not monodispersed. In 2007, NIST issued 10 nm, 30 nm, and 60 nm gold nanoparticles as official NIST reference materials, which are very monodispersed and can replace polystyrene particles for DMA calibration. Various techniques including DLS, EM, and SAXS were used to characterize these gold nanoparticles, and the diameter of gold nanoparticles measured by each of the different techniques was in reasonable agreement
with ES-DMA (see Section 3). These reference materials were issued at the behest of the National Cancer Institute (NCI) to evaluate and qualify the methodology and instrument performance related to the physical characterization of nanoparticle systems. 
Nanotubes and nanorods
Characterization of non-spherical particles is of immense interest, as the shape of a particle along with its size greatly influences particle properties (optical, mechanical, etc.) . Though several techniques are available to quantify the length distributions of nanorods and nanotubes, ES-DMA remains competitive (see Section 3 for a detailed comparison). Several authors have reported the characterization of rod-or tube-like particles, such as, gold nanorods and multi-walled carbon nanotubes [Baron et al., 1994; Chen et al., 1993; Deye et al., 1999; , 2006 , 2007a Moisala et al., 2005; Song et al., 2005] . Song, et al., used a shape factor analysis to convert the average mobility diameter into the average length of gold nanorods. Kim, et al., used Dahneke's theory to convert ES-DMA mobility size distributions into length distributions [Kim et al., 2007b] . Their adaptation includes the orientation of the nanowire as a key factor. Below 70 nm Brownian motion randomizes the orientation of the particles, whereas longer particles align with the electric field in DMA. Pease, et al., used ES-DMA to characterize rapidly the length distribution of single-walled carbon nanotubes from liquid suspensions [Pease et al., 2009b] . Their model, also based on Dahneke's theory, converts the mobility diameter distribution to a length distribution but also accounts for thin salt layers present on the nanotubes that form during electrospray. They found d nt , the diameter of an individual nanotube, and d s , the diameter of a spherical salt particle, to be key parameters in their model. Figure 4 shows the conversion of mobility size into length distribution based on nanotube diameter and salt layer thickness. Figure 4 also suggests that neglecting to correct for the salt layer overestimates the nanotube length by 42 nm to 56 nm, whereas a small increase in d nt (from 1.4 nm to 2 nm) for a 20 nm www.intechopen.com mobility diameter results in a decrease in carbon nanotube length of 71 nm [Pease et al., 2009b] . 
Bionanoparticles
Biological systems are of immense interest and ES-DMA is perfectly suited to analyze their soft components. Several biological particles such as viruses, proteins, and protein polymers have soft structures for which ES-DMA is sufficiently gentle to preserve their structure.
Viral nanoparticles
Despite the importance of viral structure, very few methods quantify or validate it. ES-DMA has been demonstrated to be gentle for both enveloped viruses and protein complexes [Wick et al., 2005] . For instance, Wick, et al., used ES-DMA to measure the enveloped alpha virus www.intechopen.com to be 70 nm ± 3 nm in good agreement with that reported in the structural databases of viruses (~70 nm), indicating electrospray and neutralizer to be sufficiently gentle to preserve the lipid envelop despite shear forces present in the Taylor cone at exit of the electrospray capillary. Furthermore, Hogan, et al., and Thomas, et al., have shown that icosahedral viruses remain infectious following electrospray [Hogan et al., 2006; Thomas et al., 2004] . Pease, et al., demonstrated that the ES-DMA technique can be used to quantify the dimensions of icosahedral viruses . A recent review highlights the use of ES-DMA to analyze virus particles . Previous ES-DMA studies of viruses report only the mobility diameter, neglecting the inherent geometry of the virus [Bacher et al., 2001; Hogan et al., 2006; Lute et al., 2008; Thomas et al., 2004] . This left the connection between mobility and actual dimensions of the virus unclear and poorly defined. Pease, et al., converted the mobility diameter, d p , into the icosahedral geometry expected of Tectiviridae viruses using the projected area formulation introduced previously [Pease et al., 2010a] . Figure 5 shows the three orthogonal projections for icosahedra and also gives the corresponding projected areas, where a represents the length of an edge between neighboring vertices. Figure 6 shows serial ES-DMA size distributions of a PR772 virus sample tracking the temporal disintegration of the capsid. The primary capsid peak in the size distribution was identified at 61.4 nm, allowing determination of the symmetry and the number of major capsid proteins per capsid. Capsomers and capsomer assemblies were identified by estimating their mobility diameter via Eq. 5 using coordinates from the protein data bank [Pease et al., 2010a] . Figure 6 also provides insight into the mechanism of degradation. Initial degradation products take the form of mostly individual capsomers though some larger assemblies (peak at 18.6 nm) are observed. Continued loss of smaller pieces leaves partially degraded capsids (peak at 51.6 nm). The small but nonzero number density between 20 and 40 nm suggests a continuum of degradation products. However, only after many weeks do the individual capsomers begin to breakdown as seen by the appearance of peaks <7 nm at t = 20 weeks.
Polymeric nanoparticles
Nanoparticles hold potential for a variety of biomedical applications including targeted gene and drug delivery. However, most nanoparticles with refined size (i.e., where the ratio of standard deviation in the diameter to the mean diameter, also called coefficient of variation, is <0.15) are metallic with potential in vivo toxicity issues (e.g. quantum dots, www.intechopen.com silver particles, etc.) [Elzey & Grassian, 2010; Pease, 2011a] . Anumolu, et al., fabricated nanoparticles using ES-DMA from recombinant silk elastin-like protein polymers (SELPs) by encapsulating multiple polymer strands in evaporating electrospray droplets. SELPs were selected because they showed promise in clinical trials for localized gene delivery (i.e. by direct injection into tumor containing tissue) [Gustafson & Ghandehari, 2010] . , and 20 weeks (long dash) after storage at room temperature. The number density was corrected with a modified Boltzmann distribution [Wiedensohler, 1988] A key feature of their work is the use of the DMA to purify the particles. Figure 7a shows that prior to separation in the DMA, the particles are heterogeneous in size, but after separation the distributions narrow dramatically. Indeed, Figure 7b shows two histograms of SELP particles nominally 24.0 nm and 36.0 nm in diameter, each assembled from nearly 200 nanoparticle TEM images. Statistical compilation shows the standard deviation on the diameter of these purified particles to be 1.2 nm and 1.4 nm for the two sizes, respectively, leading to coefficients of variation of <5% [Anumolu et al., 2011] . This manufacturing precision meets or exceeds that of metallic nanoparticles and rivals that of biologically assembled particles such as viruses [Cole et al., 2009; Lute et al., 2008; Pease, 2011a; Pease et al., 2007] . These results provide the first compelling evidence that ES-DMA can both generate and purify polymeric nanoparticles with high dimensional uniformity without the addition of hazardous solvents.
These highly uniform nanoparticles may be developed into carriers of therapeutic agents [Anumolu et al., 2011] . Simply including the therapeutic agent in the polymer solution to be electrosprayed, leads to incorporation within the nanoparticle. For example, SELP-815K was mixed with plasmid DNA and fluorescein isothiocyanate (FITC). In both cases new peaks arise 7-8 nm from the primary peak and the distribution of all particles is wider, confirming incorporation of these model agents of gene and drug delivery.
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Combining precise control over nanoparticle size with precise control over polymer structure enabled by recombinant techniques presents a unique opportunity to precisely tune the payload and rate of release of the therapeutic agents as well as their biological fate. 
Surface-functionalized nanoparticles
Determining the surface density of ligands attached to nanoparticle surfaces is a challenging problem in nanoscience and nanotechnology and a major barrier to commercial development. Pease, et al., used ES-DMA to determine the surface density of thiol terminated single-stranded DNA (ssDNA) tethered to 20 nm gold nanoparticles. Comparing the diameter of coated and bare particles (Figure 8a) shows that ES-DMA measured sizes are sensitive to both hard and soft components of complex nanoparticles. Pease, et al., investigated the dependence of the coating thickness on the number of deoxythymine (dT) nucleotides or bases, N b , within a ssDNA strand. The dependence of the coating thickness on N b is related to the spatial configuration of the bases within the strand in the dry state. If the strands pack together tightly in a brush structure, similar to alkanethiol self-assembled monolayers, the coating thickness should scale linearly on the length of the ssDNA backbone . However, if packing allows for sufficient space between the strands, the bases may adopt a random coil configuration to maximize entropy (appropriate for dried strands) such that the coating thickness is proportional to the linear end-to-end distance to the ½ power. Other exponents are available for hydrated or collapsed configurations due to interactions with solvent, if present. Figure 8b shows that the data follow square root curve fits, indicating that the strands adopt a random coil configuration on the nanoparticle surface [Adamuţi-Trache et al., 1996; Netz & Andelman, 2003; Russel et al., 1989] . Knowing the configuration of the strands enables estimation of the surface density because the drag force experienced by the coated particle in the DMA depends on the diameter of the particle, the projected area of the coiled strands, and the number of those strands on the surface. The "lumpy sphere" model combines these variables by approximating each strand as a hemispherical cap, enabling direct determination of the surface density [Mansfield, 2007] . The reported densities are in reasonably agreement with those for "brushes" prepared under similar conditions [Demers et al., 2000; Liao & Roberts, 2006; Petrovykh et al., 2006; Xu & Craig, 2007] . Tsai, et al., used a similar strategy to determine the size, thermal stability, and surface density of alkanethiol self-assembled monolayers (SAMs) on gold nanoparticles. They measured the coating thickness and binding energy of SAMs with excellent precision . These results indicate the potential of ES-DMA to quantify the surface density, configuration and binding energy of biological molecules and organic coatings on nanoparticles.
Quantum dots and nanoparticle conjugates
Quantum dots (QDs) are semiconducting nanoparticles or nanocrystals that exhibit quantum confinement and are useful in nanophotonics, advanced lighting and displays, as the next generation of photovoltaics (i.e. solar cells), and as dye replacements for molecular biology. Incident photons elevate electrons from the valence to the conduction band, leaving an excited electron-hole pair called an exciton. When the exciton is confined within a nanoparticle that is smaller than its Bohr radius, quantum confinement leads to increased separation between the valance and conduction bands with corresponding increases in the band gap and energy of the photon emitted upon recombination. Therefore, QD size is an essential feature because small changes in QD diameter lead to large changes in the energy of the emitted photon.
www.intechopen.com 1/2 ) characteristic of strands coiled into low-grafting density layers (see text above). Reprinted with permission from [Pease et al., 2007] . Copyright (2011) American Chemical Society. Figure 9a shows a typical ES-DMA size distribution of carboxylic acid terminated QDs, with peaks at 15.0 and 18.0 nm representing individual QDs and dimeric QD clusters. This size varies from that anticipated from optical measurements between 5 nm and 7 nm for several www.intechopen.com reasons. First, these rod-shaped particles (see inset of Figure 9a ) are coated with 40 kDa polyethylene glycol (PEG) and salt layers; the equivalent external size of an individual quantum dot without salt and polymer coatings is ~12.4 nm. Second, optical measurements (e.g., Figure 9b-d) reflect the size of the core for QDs with type I band alignment rather than the external size measured by ES-DMA. These differences indicate that optical, TEM, and ES-DMA measurements are mutually complementary for core-shell QDs: optical measurements ascertain the core, TEM gives the combined core and shell measurements, and ES-DMA provides core, shell and coating thicknesses. The ability to distinguish the soft and hard components indicates the potential to determine macromolecular conjugation. For example, Figure 10a compares QDs having a ZnS shell coated with mercaptoethanol (ME), ssDNA and double stranded DNA (dsDNA). ES-DMA reported an increase in the mobility diameter of the QDs complexes in the order of d dsDNA > d ssDNA > d ME . This order is expected because mercaptoethanol is a shorter molecule than ssDNA, and dsDNA (persistence length ~50 nm) has a more extended conformation than ssDNA (persistence length ~1-3 nm). The extended conformation provides additional drag to the nanoparticle complex resulting in the larger apparent size measured. Similar detection www.intechopen.com of macromolecular binding is seen in Figure 10b where dextran coated particles are conjugated with the lectins concanavalin (ConA) and wheat germ agglutinin (WGA). The conjugation clearly increased the apparent size of the nanoparticle complex. A further highlight of the use of ES-DMA to evaluate macromolecular conjugation is the effort of Yim, et al., to determine the number of QDs attached to genetically modified lambda phage [Yim et al., 2009] . Their biotinylated lambda phage present a rapid means of detecting harmful E. Coli bacteria because bacteriophages replicate much more rapidly than bacteria. Streptavidin coated QDs then bind to the biotinylated phage to provide colorimetric detection. The amount of bacteria is proportional to the amount of phage produced, and the signal from the assay is proportional to the average number of QDs bound to each phage. By comparing the conjugate size in ES-DMA size distributions with www.intechopen.com that of individual QDs and the lambda phage, the number of QDs attached to the bacteriophage was determined using Eq. 5 by modeling the QD-phage conjugates as clusters of spheres (i.e., the phage) and rods (the streptaviding coated QDs) [Pease, 2011a] . More recently Tsai, et al., studied viral neutralization by quantifying antibody-virus binding . They compared the size of bare MS2 virus particles to those conjugated with anti-MS2 antibodies and reported an increase in the apparent size. They found that antibodies were responsible for formation of multiple virus complexes by acting as connectors between two virus particles (no dimerization was observed with the initial virus sample), indicating that ES-DMA is able to quantify viral aggregation as a form of virus neutralization. They then used their model to determine the stoichiometric ratio of bound antibodies to virus particles to find that infectivity strongly depends on binding stoichiometry not the type of antibody. Monoclonal and polyclonal antibodies both fell on a single infectivity versus stoichiometry curve.
Nanoparticles aggregates -Packing structure and kinetics
The development of structured materials for nanotechnology and nanobiotechnology requires readily available, rapid analytical techniques to determine the composition of nanostructured particles and clusters. ES-DMA is uniquely qualified to determine the packing and aerodynamic size of colloidal clusters in the nanometer range. For instance, aggregation of metallic nanoparticles may be detected via coupled plasmon resonances using UV-vis, however, this approach does not provide direct information on aggregate size and structure [Weisbecker et al., 1996] . Figure 11a shows an ES-DMA size distribution of multimers of gold nanoparticles with each multimer (e.g. dimers or trimers) appearing as a distinct peak separated by 2-3 nm. These multimers were prepared at the limit of colloidal stability by adding ammonium acetate buffer to a solution of gold nanoparticles to suppress electrostatic screening forces between like charged particles. Figure 11b shows how the ammonium acetate concentration induces aggregation in solution. Tsai, et al., followed the temporal kinetics of the nanoparticle aggregation in the liquid-phase using ES-DMA, as shown in Figure 11c . The monomer concentration decreases with the appearance of each higher order cluster (dimer, trimer, etc.) as anticipated from simple Brownian flocculation/aggregation. By fitting the data to a first principles kinetic model of the aggregation process, the surface charge on particles was extracted from the kinetic rate constants and found to be in good agreement with values reported in the literature (see Figure 11d ).
ES-DMA can also be used to monitor protein aggregation. For example, Pease, et al., demonstrated that protein aggregates can be individually resolved and determined an equilibrium constant for the formation of dimers. This equilibrium constant was evaluated based on the number density, which can be obtained from the ES-DMA distribution . Pease, et al. , also demonstrated that ES-DMA can be used to characterize the size and packing structure of small clusters of identical nanoparticles in colloidal suspension [Pease et al., 2010a] . Essential to their analysis was the projected area model (Eq. 5) to calculate the cluster size, distinguishing collinear from close packed sphere arrangements without resorting to TEM. Several others used ES-DMA to analyze aggregates. For example, Lall, et al., used ES-DMA to determine the ultrafine aggregate surface area and volume distribution of silver aggregates [Lall et al., 2006a [Lall et al., , 2006b ]. This model is particularly apt for very large aggregates comprising >10 particles/aggregate. Agglomeration of silver nanoparticles was also reported by Elzey & Grassian using ES-DMA [Elzey & Grassian, 2010] . They investigated agglomeration as a function of pH, which determines the dissolution of silver ions in aqueous environments. . Copyright (2008) American Chemical Society.
Optimizing cluster production and purity
Though most ES-DMA research centers on analytical scale characterization, this technique also holds potential as a preparative scale purification tool. For example, ES-DMA separates two particle clusters (dimers) from three particle clusters (trimers), and Kang, et al., have shown that cluster composition may affect cluster photonic properties such as the www.intechopen.com wavelength evolution, intensity, blinking and radiative lifetime [Kang et al., 2012] (see Figures 9b, 9c, and 9d) . To enhance the yield and purity (i.e., how many nominally threeparticle clusters actually contain three particles), Pease modeled the ES-DMA technique as a function of nanoparticle properties (size, concentration, etc.) using Monte Carlo simulations [Pease, 2011a] . Figure 12a shows that tuning the initial solution concentration of nanoparticles optimizes the yield of each kind of cluster. The concentration of dimers and subsequently trimers begins to increase as the fraction of monomers declines. Figure 12a also shows that at a concentration of ~7.0 . 10 14 particles/mL, only 5% of the particles/strands in the size distribution are not monomers providing a sensitive metric for the onset of aggregation. Around 10 15 particles/mL the concentrations of monomer, dimer, trimer, and higher order clusters all approach parity. To determine the cluster purity, the size distribution of heterogeneously sized particles must be calculated. There are two options for determining the average mobility diameter, d ave . The first option as outlined in Pease, et al., calculates the three projected areas, A i , orthogonal to the cluster's principle axes (see Figure 13 ) as given in Eqs. 5 and 6 [Pease et al., 2007] . The area of each projection may be determining from the center-to-center distances, h i , between the circles in that projection as given by [Pease, 2011a] .
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The second option is to employ the proportionality constants determined previously by Pease, et al., for homogeneous clusters [Pease et al., 2010a] . . Overlaps in the size distribution (see Figure 12b) increase the probability that particles of neighboring size will contaminate each other, decreasing the purity of selected clusters. Pease found that and when the coefficient of variation is <13%, this overlap in the size distributions is not significant. In more recent work, Li, et al., also investigated the formation of clusters during the electrospray process [Li et al., 2011] . They developed a statistical model to determine the extent of ES droplet induced aggregation and how it alters the results. Fig. 13 . Depiction of the three projected areas, A i , used to determine the mobility of a close packed trimeric cluster. Crosshatching in the second and third geometries represent overlap area, A ov .
Comparison of ES-DMA to similar techniques
Each of the above examples highlights the potential of ES-DMA to analyze nanoparticles. The remainder of this section compares this powerful technique to generally available classes of techniques commonly used to characterize nanomaterials such as electron microscopy and light scattering.
Electron microscopy
EM techniques such as transmission electron microscopy (TEM) and scanning electron microscopy (SEM) are direct methods to characterize nanoparticles with subnanometer resolution. EM methods provide compelling images that provide unbiased insight into the actual geometry and structure of electro-opaque particles, especially for the hard portions of bionanoparticles as described above. Crystallinity of the particles can also be investigated by generating diffraction patterns using EM. Despite providing very high resolution and beautiful images, EM methods remain expensive to install and operate. To rigorously determine the average nanoparticle size, several hundred to thousands of nanoparticles must be measured [Tsai et al., 2008a [Tsai et al., , 2008b , which is time consuming (of the order of days to weeks) without automation that is not widely available. For less homogeneous systems or soft materials, multimodal distributions and electron beam damage present further challenges to rigorous TEM measurement. Pease, et al., compared TEM with ES-DMA for quantitative characterization of virus particles and concluded that ES-DMA has a greater rapidity (millions of particles per hr compared to thousands of particles per hour) and statistical significance than TEM [Pease et al., 2009a [Pease et al., , 2010b .
Light scattering techniques
Light scattering techniques such as multiangle light scattering (MALS) and dynamic light scattering (DLS) measure the intensity fluctuations of scattered light in solution. As light is focused using a laser on the particles moving due to Brownian motion, measured photon intensity fluctuates, from which the z-average hydrodynamic diameter may be estimated. The z-average molecular weight typically exceeds the mass average molecular weight for the most common distributions. In contrast, ES-DMA measures the number average diameter. Otherwise, light scattering and ES-DMA techniques are similar in that they are rapid, inexpensive, and produce statistical significant averages. Though the suspending medium of the sample influences the DLS measurements, it may be preferable for dirty samples minimizing the preparation time required for sample clean up. When characterizing structures with high aspect ratios (e.g., carbon nanotubes), MALS and DLS produce ensemble-average lengths of broad distributions using root-mean square length metrics assuming the nanotubes to have monomodal length distributions Chun et al., 2008; Hinds, 1999] . In contrast ES-DMA measures the size of each nanotube individually to assemble the full multimodal length distributions [Pease et al., 2009b] . Also, DLS does not directly correlate the size or number of individual particles with the size of an aggregate and cannot resolve individual aggregate concentrations within multimodal distributions. Clearly distinguishing clusters differing by only a single particle remains challenging, especially for particles less than 30 nm [Nguyent & Flagan, 1991; Nie et al., 2006] .
Statistical comparison with different techniques
Perhaps the most comprehensive comparison of the primary techniques available to analyze nanoparticle size was performed at NIST on gold nanoparticles. Table 1 shows the statistical data comparison of mean diameters of gold nanoparticles using at least 7 different techniques. Though all the values are in reasonable agreement, some uncertainty is to be expected even from well calibrated systems. Several other authors have compared techniques including MALS, DLS, AFFFF, EM, and ES-DMA using organic (e.g., viruses and virus like particles) and inorganic (carbon nanotubes) nanomaterials [Lute et al., 2008; Pease et al., 2008 Pease et al., , 2009a Pease et al., , 2009b . For example, Lute, et al., and Pease, et al., both found ES-DMA measurements of viruses and virus like particles to be smaller than those of AFFFF-MALS. Reasons for the difference include the following. ES-DMA measures the external size of the virus particle, whereas AFFFF-MALS reports the radius of gyration that depends on the mass distribution of the particle. Also, ES-DMA measures the dry particle size in contrast to the light scattering techniques and AFFFF that measure particles in solution . Organic particles are more likely to experience favorable enthaplic interactions in water rich environments that increase their hydrodynamic radius. In dry environments TEM and ES-DMA report similar averages for sufficiently large sample sizes [Lute et al., 2008; . Pease, et al., also report analysis of the length distribution of carbon nanotubes www.intechopen.com using several techniques including AFM, MALS, DLS, and FFF. Here hydrophilic interactions exert little to no influence on the size of the particle and each of these techniques reports similar results [Pease et al., 2009b] . Most recently, Kapelios, et al., characterized the size and molecular mass of proteins and complexes, comparing ES-DMA with light scattering techniques, multi-angle laser light scattering (MALLS) and quasi-elastic light scattering (QELS) [Kapelios et al., 2011] . Similar to Pease, et al., 
Future of ES-DMA
In summary, ES-DMA is a powerful tool to characterize and fabricate nanoparticles. Several nanoparticle systems have been characterized using ES-DMA, including quantum dots, linear polymers, and complex colloidal nanomaterials. However, a major growth area for this technique is likely to be in the analysis of soft complex nanomaterials. For example. ES-DMA has significant potential to characterize biochemical reactions including those that assay for nano-therapeutics and bio-pharmaceuticals. Indeed, real-time detection of biological reactions is one of the most promising emerging applications of this instrument. ES-DMA is well suited for this future given its dynamic operating range from 150 Da up to 10 11 Da. The lower limit of detection is still under refinement with significant improvements underway using high precision home-built DMAs that employ funnel shaped flow injectors to delay the onset of the turbulence. These systems boast sub-angtrom precision on the molecule's mobility diameter [Eichler et al., 1998; Fernandez de la Mora, 2011; Hollertz et al., 2011] . ES-DMA is also well suited to evaluate the role of aggregation, which may be particularly advantageous for detecting protein aggregates in biomanufacturing environments. However, to realize its full potential, further exploration and excellent coordination between biologists, chemists and engineers is required to expand the boundaries of ES-DMA.
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